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Career
Services ·
Under Fire
Reaches out to aggrieved students

Louis J. Russo Ill
In an effort to provide graduating students with the best opportunity for finding
employment, the Office of Career Services
emailed the entire student body on Dec. 5
requesting all graduating seniors to provide
them with 50 resumes by January 11 , 2001,
two hours after being contacted by the L.
Lori Freudenberger, senior director
of career and student services, informed the
L "students need to take advantage of networking and luncheons. There are many
opportunities for students at the school, and
anything that the school offers, students
should take full advantage of."
Aggrieved students, however, believe
that the Career Services is not engaged in
proactivt1ly helping the entire NYLS community. Some students think Career Services is geared toward finding employment for
the students requiring the least help and
shying away from helping those who need
it most.
On November 30, 2001, for example, the Office of Career Services sent the
following email to Law Review students
only, "Please note that in an ongoing effort
to assist our students _with procuring employment, the Career Services Office would
like you to provide us with fifty copies of
your resume by no later than Thursday,
December 6, 2001. We will be having a
meeting with alumni and would like to circulate your resumes. If you have already
secured a position, please let us know.
Thank you." ·
.
Several journal students expressed
outrage regarding the "law review, only"
email. When one journal member heard
about the targeted email she became upset
for non-law review students.
And, law review members have also
expressed their concerns with this practice,
as well. One student felt that this is an unfair practice and that historically Career
Services caters· more toward Law Review
Students. Last year, the students stated he

Third-years go fishing. See Page 7.

stopped by the Career Services Office and
requested information about positions. He
was informed by an office representative
that he had to be realistic and not look towards the big firms. The representative told
him that big firms only look at the top tenpercent. After the student informed her that
he was a Law Review· m~mber "her attitude suddenly changed," he recounted. The
student said that upon mentioning this information, the career seryices representative was now eager to help and ready to
point him in the right direction.
With all this, many students are left
wondering, is Career Services looking out ·
for their best interest or are they just lobbying for the best and brightest? Career Services expressed to the L that they help the
student body out as best as they can but students need to b,e more proactive in their
efforts to obtain desirable employment. The
stark reality noted the office, is that now is
the time when large law firms are engaged
in hiring: Most, if not all, large firms only
want resumes of students in the top ten percent.
· · After speaking with a recent Pace
Law School graduate, the L was informed
ti1at New York Law School is not the only
school that points their top students towards
the larger firms. He admitted that he was

not a top ten student and that he was actually discouraged from applying for a highlevel clerkship position. After being told he ,
would never receive an interview, he not
only received an interview but also the job!
_So, is the Office of Career Services ·
providing the best opportunities to all the
students who walk through the office, or are
they holding back the more desirable jobs
for the more desirable student?
It is easy to blame Career Services
for ~tudent's inability to find desirable jobs,
but is this completely fair? A quick look at
· web sites of the top law firms in New York
City indicate that only those with Law Review or top ten percent GPA's should apply.
Some students have realized this stark
reality and found a back door to enter top
law firms. Por example, students have
worked as paralegals or clerks in large law
firms and in order to possibly get an interview.
So where does that leave the remaining ninety- percent? Unfortunately, it appears that they will have to wait for the small
or mid-size firms to begin hiring (usually
first_few months of the year and offering
much_less money) , or students will have to
find a _back door in order to gain employment at these pre,sti gious firm s.
[!I

For career strategies,
see page 3.
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State Bar Pass Rates High
Ninowtzka Mier

New York State experienced the highest bar passage rate since 1997, reports the
New York State Board of Law Examiners.
On November 21, 2001, the Board announced on law.com that 6,475 out of 9,194
applicants who took the July Bar Exam
passed.
~owever, the Board revised and
raised the passage rate from 6,475 to 6,664
after an error was discovered in computing
scores. Yet to be released is the adjusted
figure for New York's first time passage
rate, which stood at 79.6 percent before the
correction, a level not seen in four years.
Professor Joseph Marino stated a couple of
reasons for such high numbers.
"It is not a science," Marino explained. "Essay .scoring involves a discretionary process when rewarding points." He
added that although an applicant needs a
score of 660 to pass the exam. Any score
between 650-669 is automatically in the
appeals range.

Marino described the process as a
form of due process for those who almost
or barely passed. The essay portion of the
exam is re-evaluated by a grader who didn't
originally grade the essays. These fresh set
of eyes score the essay for a second time,
and averages both the new and original
score together for a final result.
For example, an original score of 657
is a failing score, but it places the applicant
in the appeals range. Someone new comes
along, re-evaluates the exam and the candidate now gets a new a score of 668. If the
average of both scores is 660 or more, then
the applicant passes. The appeal level also
causes a candidate to fail. An original score
of 661 is a passing grade, but after a regrade if the score averages below 660, the
candidate now fails.
That's not what happened. "They
didn't average the grades," said Marino.
According to Marino, the Boarp noticed the
oversight after announcing who passed the
bar.
''The Board passed anyone who orig-

Special Town
Meeting with Dean
Kelli Brownewell

stating that the option was given as a result
of the September 11 th events.
On Tuesday, November 9, 2001,
Students also asked whether the
Dean Richard Matasar held his monthly school was seriously considering eliminatTown Meeti'ng. At these meetings, the Dean ing the first year small sections. Dean
asks students to raise any issues, questions, Matasar commented that the school is very
comments, or concerns they want to dis- serious, and that the decision would be an
cuss. Issues ranged from transportation dif- economic one. From this topic, the Dean
ficulties during finals to the air ~uality of commented that the school would like to
the school (which, by the way, is still safe). implement an Individual Career Services
At this meeting, the students seemed to fo- Plan for all students. He said that the .goal
cus their questions and comments on the of beginning such a program would be to
pass/fail option, the dissolution of first year require each student to go through a mansmall sections, and the implementation of datory continuing education program
an Individual Career Services Plan for all whereby students attend a certain number
students..
of career services and law school programs
The pass/fail option·the school is of- (i.e., the Law in Tribeca series, City Law
fering students, has been a key topic of con- Breakfasts). Evening students, for instance,
versation. The Dean said that the pass/fail would have one big blow out weekend of
option could be exercised after final grades programs.
are in. Then, after seeing their grades, stuCrisis counseling, health insurance,
dents can exercise the option for a class they bar exam results, and Student Bar Associareceived a D- or better. It will show up on . . tion issues were also discussed at the meetthe transcript as a pass and no one but the ing. Should you desire a comment or answer
student and the school will know the actual to any of these topics or some new ones,
grade. Also, regardless of whether or not a stop by the next meeting with the Dean. He
student decides to exercise the pass/fail takes all questions, comments, and conoption, there will be a note_on all transcripts cems-and there's free food!
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inally failed but now had an average of 660
or more, but the Board did not lower the
grades of those who originally had a 660
Student Assaulted
but after averaging, technically failed,"
Marino Explained. ''They didn' t want to fail
A 2L female student reported that she
them after having made the announcement." was assaulted and verbally harassed in the
Additionally, 17 more NYLS students basement area of the School by a fellow
moved into the passing category after the male student. The female student claims she
Board averaged the scores.
was pushed by the male student, following
Furthermore, the Board of Law Ex- a dispute over several different issues arisaminers added' a ·new component to this ing out of shared office space within the
summer's exam, the Multistate Perfor- basement.
mance Test. Marino thought the Board may
The victim has filed an official comhave been a little lenient in its grading pro~ plaint report to NYLS's administration as
cedures since it was a significant change to confirmed by the Office of Student Affairs.
the bar.
'
In the spring semester, a NYLS committee
"They may have been a little cautious will convene to review the matter.
in the grading process," Marino said. ''They
don't want something new to have a negative impact on the students taking the
Interested in becoming
exam."
As we went to press, NYLS has not Santa's Helper?
released the pass rates for its alums who
sat for the July 2001 New York Bar Exam.
Through the New York Post Office's
Operation Santa Claus you can pick up a
letter addressed to Santa and help New
York's
neediest. Letters are at the James
TriBeCa Timeline...
Farley Building located at Midtown Post
On December 24, 1901, by an act of Office at 33 rd Street and 8th Avenue. Also,
Congress, the "Post Card" made its fust check out Undercover Mother, an organiappearance in the United States. Photo- zation that distributes Letters to Santa regraphically recording contemporary daily ceived from Operation Santa Claus
life, one hundred years later, it can take us www.undercovermother.com.
back to earlier times, in this wonderful place
called Tribeca.
In its Spring issue, the L will celNew Contact for Intellecebrate New York Law School's New York
as it once was, and emotionally if not visu- tually Property Law Stually, still is. For now . . .

New Yori law School

dents.

Melvin Simensky, NYLS Visiting·
Scholar in Intellectual Property Law, is
available to meet and work with students
interested in IP law. According to NYLS's
Media Center, Mr. Simensky comes to
NYLS from private practice with 30 years
of litigation and ·negotiation experience in
the IP field. His academic work includes
17 years as an adjunct professor at New
York University School of Law where he
taught courses on the Intellectual Property
aspects of the entertainment business. For·
more information, or to arrange an appointment with Mr. Simensky, please contact
Anna Abrigo in Media Center at ext. 2160.

·
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SBA' President: I was Misquoted
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LAURA HIDALGO PRAISES

about NYLS students' "cigarette-break in."
Law review students, however, acknO\ylSBA President, Edward Maggio, said edge that Maggio swiftly addressed their
that his comments in the November 2001 complaints by stating in an email, that he
I think what helped me most about your class was the rote memorization, the memorization
issue of the The National Jurist were "tak- was misquoted and that a plan was in the
drills, and going through essay writing step-by-step, line by line, paragraph by paragraph. The Wodd
en out of context.'.' In a telephone interview works to contact the publication for a reCup of Memorization was a lot of fun-it motivated me and I hope you'll keep that in your
with the L, Maggio stated the magazine traction.
curriculum.
I needed the forced memorization, as well as a "starting point"-prior to taking your class, I
"misconstrued" his words, taking some of
However, this never occurred.
was completely overwhelmed by all the material I was supposed to know. I was so overwhelmed, in
them literally, when they should have been
The L contacted the author of the
fact, that I couldn't figure out where to start, what to start memorizing. As a result, I really didn't
taken figuratively.
arti<?le, Christine Willard, a reporter for The
have anything memorized verbatim on past bar exams (I had tried to just absorb all the Barbri
The magazine reported that "several National Jurist, on December 3, 2001.
materials and know the "basic concepts''). Your course helped overcome that, because within the
first hour of the first day, you had us memorizing. By the end of the first couple of classes, I had
students at one point decided to break into When asked if she received any complaints
already memorized more than I thought I could in such a short time, which gave me confidence in
the school bookstore to get cigarettes," on about the article, a shocked and very conmy ability to continue. You gave us the most important "morsels" to know, a core of the most
the day of the Sept. 11 attacks. Maggio cerned Willard replied, ''This is the first I
important rules of law to have memorized word for word-you gave me a starting point from which
claims he actually told the magazine that have heard of it.'' Willard stated that no one
I was able to gain confidence, :which in turn motivated me to keep memorizing and practicing-and
sure enough, I was able to memorize e~ough and practice enough essays to pass the bar exam. Your
two individuals, who are smokers, said they from the NYLS community either directly
method works, and I've already shared that with everyone I've talked to about my recent bar pass.
were edgy because of the attacks and want- or through ~er editors filed a complaint
I will find out from the NYBO LE whether that was the sixth or seventh bar exam I too k (I
ed to break into the bookstore for cigarettes. about the story.
think I b.locked the exact number out some time ago) and will send that to you as well as my score
This comment, he asserted, was to be taken
On comm_!!nting on the questions
information.
raised about the story, Willard said, "I wrote
figuratively.
Thanks again Dr. Gallagher!!! Your class changed my life.
"No one broke into the bookstore for this piece because I thought this was a tribcigarettes that ~ay," said Maggio. Book- ute to how well things went."
-Laura
As to negative community feedback
store sources confirm this point and also
stated they were never contacted by the on the article, Maggio stated, "Other than
publication for comment or confirmation the law review people, I haven't heard a
II
'
either.
thing. Since then, I have attended at least
A Division o f Mary Campbell Gallagher & Co., Inc.
However, Maggio stands by his com- 20 student meetings, no one has brought it
ll
ments regarding Arab Americans. While he up."
I•
admits no one at the school was a direct
Altagracia Dilone Levat, associate
target of racially divisive remarks, he firJ!l- dean for public affairs, pointed out that
ly states that he heard a man, who he de- since this was quote from Maggio, and not
scribed as a large Italian man, shout along the school, it would have been inappropriDuane and Reade Street, "Kill the Arabs! ate. for the School to demand a retraction.
Kills the Arabs!" Maggio asserts he heard
"If Ed was misquoted then he has
this person say this somewhere between 4- every right to demand a retraction," stated
Levat "A letter to the editor would be ap6 p.m. on the day of the attacks.
, "In that same vicinity, several report~ propriate."
ers had gathered and were asking people,
Levat further said that she was in and
'how do you feel about Arab Americans?"' outside the school that day and that no one
proaches vary widely. Most students are ache said. "I did not say anything directly to heard or experienced any threats towards
Jamie Nobles
tively interviewing and pursing several opany students," said Maggio. "I didn't want Arab Americans.
,
There is no question that the econom- tions. Other students recognize that the
"After the tower collapsed, people
any Arab-American students to be harassed.
I just sort of told them to walk a different were distraught. No one, I am certain, that ic climate and legal job market bear no re- current environment requires a persistent
way, to avoid any harassment on their way no one was a target of ethnicity that day. semblance to what the Class of 2002 has and unique approach.
One 3L displayed this belief stating,
home.''
Certainly that day we were all Americans.'' expected to face at graduation. When these
In reference to the anti-bias com- same students were beginning their first "simply sending resumes and cover letters
Several students were extremely upset by·Maggio's alleged comments in The ments she reported, Willard said, "He had semester just two short years ago, econom- will not do the trick in this economy. I beNational Jurist. Many who were inside the a concern about Arab Americans and that ic indicators and the stock market were lieve that people should be working the
climbing to record levels, as were starting phone and knocking down doors. Second
Student Center basement and cafeteria that seemed reasonable to me.''
day, including 3~, Christopher Brocato, told
After the L's phone call, Willard con- salaries and employment figures for law and third year students will have to be cre'
ative in their searches these next few years.
the L he did not hear anyone make anti- tacted Maggio directly to discuss the mat- students across the country.
Things have changed dramatically. In Depending solely on career services simArab comments, nor did they see anyone ter and according to Maggio, he reviewed
attempt to break into the bookstore. Fur- his concerns with her.He is currently work- the twenty-seven months the students of the ply will not do," echoed another student.
Lori Freunderberger, senior director
ther, some students felt that Maggio's com- ing on his next steps to handle the matter. . Class of2002 pursued their J.D., the records
Meanwhile, Levat recognized that of the 1990's gave-way to layoffs and a re- of Career and Student Services, confirmed
ments as reported in the national publication
were poorly chosen, and reflected negative- many students were up,set with the article, cession. Most students fortunate enough to that the current economic downturn is havly on the School at a time when people came because many good things happene~ that have held summ-.:, ;:.<;sociate positions glad- ing an effect on New York Law School studay that were not included in the short piece. ly accepted permanent positions. One 3L dents seeking employment. Although the
together.
"As the SBA President, he has the
Maggio agreed with this sentiment faced with such a situation said, "I'm hang- number of firms participating in on-cam-.
pus interviewing this year was average,
responsibility to protect the integrity of the and said that he was especially upset that ing on to this job as long as I can."
E\:en students who have secured post- some newer firms did cancel and prelimiSchool and he failed to do so," said 3L, · he acknowledged several other SBA memAndrea Sessa. "Furthermqre, as a formyr bers to the •reporter, but they were not in- graduation employment are worried that nary numbers suggest that offers to secondtheir offers might be rescinded -- as many years for summer associate positio~s are ·
editor of the L, he should have known the cluded in. the article.
offers have been, as reported by down slightly.
implications of making a statement like that,
nylawyer.com. One student expressing a
Freunderberger indicated that while
even jf he was joking,"
Editor's Note: The L maintains a policy that
common sentiment stated, "I am worried some corporate firms are hesitant to hire
In November, a group of law review Student Bar Association officers may not hold
that I may be laid off before I even start.'' now, there are still many great opportunistudents sent Maggio.an email ·disapprov- concurrent senior editorial position on our
newspaper, due 1to potential conflicts of
Many of these students, however, continue ties available in most government offices
ing_ofhis comments. A complaint was then . interest. Prior to taking office as SBA
to look for employment.
and with firms that focus on bankruptcy,
launched to the Dean's office after a stu- President, Ed Maggio relinquished his position
When the question turns to actually immigration, personal injury, and medical
dent said she recei~ a phone call from an as the L's News Editor, which he had held
since the fall of 2000. He remains a frequent
looking for a job, perspectives and apattorney friend in Arizona, who made ajoke . contributor.
Continued on page 6
Susan L. Harper

GALLAGHER BAR TRAINING SCHOOLS

Gallagher Law & Essay Training Schools

Call for information
(212) 327-2817 Fax: (212) 327-1480
www.barwrite.com

Getting a Job ....

New Yort law School
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ents at NYLS an I truly lieve that the
professors, the Dean and the staff, while not
always in agreement, appreciate someone
. willing to voice an opinion. I also feel that
most of the staff at NYLS is professional
enough to not allow the opinion of a student to cloud their judgment. And if there
is one or two who are not, trust me he/she wasn't going to
help you anyway. And for the employer who will hold your
opinion against you, who the hell would want to work there
anyway no matter what the co~t. Because of ·my criticism of
the school I have made more friends than enemies. Most of
the staff at NYLS appreciates someone who will stand up and
be heard. All they ask is that you are fair. ,
Remember you can please some of the people some
of the time but you can't please all of the people all of the
time. ·Stand up and be heard.
~
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Stand Up and Be Heard!
Since I have been writing for the L, I
have always made it clear to anyone I speak
with that all information obtained will be
kept in confidence.
My sources have always been and
will always be confidential. Any student or
professor who gave me information about
what is or isn 't going on in the school has always been promised confidentiality.
My concerns are about opinions. Some students are
afraid to come forward and be heard. Theses individuals are
the future of America. Some will be CEO's and possibly leaders of the free world. i say stand up and_be heard. What is
your fear? Some are afraid of repercussions for their opinion
from professors or departments in the law school. Some are
even afraid of their future employers reading what they said.
I myself have been one of the most opinionated stu-.
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Eddie Passed!
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The L is the voice of the New York Law School
com munity. We keep the comm unity informed
of relevant school news and events and provide
a forum fo r students , alumni, faculty, staff and
other members of the NYLS com munity to express thei r v iews and opinions. The L also features content dealing with legal is sues and other
topics of interest to members of the NYLS com' munity.

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

The L is independently published by its student members and is released ev ery month wh ile
school is in session. Contributions from students,
facu lty, alumni, staff, and all m e mbers of the
NYLS community are always welcome.
The view s expressed herein a re not necessarily those of the L, any of its editors or staff
members, o r the students, faculty, or staff of New
York Law School.
Advertis ing rates a re available upon request.
Subscriptions are available at a rate of $12 per
year.
All submissions should be on d isk with a hard
copy attached and either mailed or placed in our
submissions' box in front of our o ffice, room L2
in the lower level of the NYLS s tudent center.
Subm issio n s may also b e em ailed to
L@nyls.edu .
All submissions are due by 5 pm on the
T hursday two weeks prior to the release date.
Please include your name, tele p hone number,
a nd email a ddress with your sub mission.
P,lease ad dress all submissio n s, letters, and
other correspondence to:

Corrections
In our last issue (Vol. 3, No.I , Oct/Nov. 200 1) the .L, Kimberly
Sparagna's quote in out Word on Worth Street section should have read,
"Having worked during the summer at Morgan Stanley, I worked on the
64 th Floor. T he day it happened, I was •cin the Brooklyn Queens Expressway and I saw the second plane hit. When the radio said it hit the 60th .
floor I cried because I thought everyone I knew was.dead. I was scared
because that day I was on my way to 'the World Trade Center to speak to
someone at Morgan Stanley."
Due to a layout error, Jessica Lupo's quote was inadvertently omitted and was displayed under Ms. Sparagna's photo. Ms. Lupo's quote
should have read, "I got to school early that day and was running errands
in that area. After the collapse, I began running. When I got to Canal, I
noticed people were calm yet dazed. Some people were covered in soot,
some were bleeding. The area looked like a war zone. Yet, there were so
many people helping (like handing out water) that a different side of NY
emerged."

David F. Resnick
Susan L. Harper

Congratulations to our chief cop
ditor, ~ecilia Blackburn, for winnin
unner-Up for the L in the Best Humor
us Articie category in the 2001 ABA La
tudent Division Ne,wspaper Competitio
or her editorial, "Who Wants to Win a Law
uit?" (October/November 2000).
New Yorl law School

Edito r-in-Chief
the L at New York Law S chool
47 Wo rth Street, room L2
New York, NY 10013-2960 .
Phone . (212) 431-28.99 Ext. 4202
Fax ...... (2 12) 965-8841
Ema il ... L@ nyls .edu
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NVLS Student Commercial ·Airline Pilot
Speaks About September 11
Andrew Baffi

In the days and weeks following 911 many of my friends at NYLS and elsew here, who knew that I atn a pilot,
expressed happiness and relief when they
saw me for the first time since that tragic
day. I am truly touched by all the expressed
concern for my well-being. Inevitably, all
of those conversations turned to my
thoughts about the incident. The oftenasked questions were: What happened up
there? Was I scared to go back to work?
A nd, what measures should be taken?
Should commercial pilots be armed?
In addressing the first question, I
could only speculate. However, -there was
one thing I was absolutely certain of in my
heart from the very beginning. I knew that
- the people who flew those planes into the
World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the
field _in Western Pennsylvania could not
have been the pilots employed by United
or American Airlines.
How could I be so certain? I do ,not
believe that any pilot would ever purposely give in to the demands of a hijacker, aim
their airplane at a building, and intentionally crash into it taking innocent lives. It
goes against our morals and our training.
We are trained that in the everit we have to
make an emergency landing, we do every. thing in our power to avoid harming persons or property.
Is this always possible? Of course

not. We don't live in a perfect world. Things
happen that are beyond our control. But a
professional pilot, airline or otherwise,
would never intentionally maneuver an_aircraft into a building. I believe that' if the
real pilots were at the controls, they would
have found another way to avert the tragedy that occurred-even at the risk of their
own lives.
As for the second question, I would
be lying if I told you that I wasn't apprehensive at first to go back to work. Why?
Because prior to 9-11, airline hijacking
training primarily dealt with the type of hijacker who wanted the pilots to fly somewhere to make a political, statement or to
escape from an oppressive government.
However, 9-11 alerted me to a new
kind of hijacker: one who knows how to
use an airplane as a weapon, and who has
no concern for the lives of other people, or
their own-a concept unfathomable to
many American people. In my opinion, one
cannot be trained to deal with that type of
individual. There is no negotiating with
them. Their mission is their purpose and
their purpose is the means by which they
accomplish their mission.
The only way to prevent another 911 ideally is to prevent terrorists from ever
getting on an airplane. But the reality is that
no security system can ever be perfected to
screen c:iut every person with a malicious
intent to do harm. I am riot saying that it is
unsafe to travel. I am saying that the means

to their end-getting control of the airplane-must be-prevented at all costs. This
is the heart of the matter. Ii is crucial that
they never, eve,; get control ofthe airplane
or get to the pilots.
As part of our training, commercial
pilots are told, in the event of a emergency
to escape from the aircraft, if possible (obviously, this strategy works only if on the
ground). Why are we told this? It is not
because we are cowards. It is because without pilots, the airplane isn't good for anything. Unless the hijacker can fly, their
purpose is defeated. This was until September 11.
As of the time of this writing, all of
the cockpit doors, at least at my airline, have
been modified with a steel bar that is locked
from the inside. It is now extremely difficult, if not impossible, to gain access to the
cockpit without the pilots first unlocking the
bar and thep unlocking the door.
Until the modification, it wasn't necessarily easy to get through the cockpit door.
Though they were always locked during
flight, they were designed to be penetrable
from the passenger cabin by a few good
swift kicks. The main reason for this design was to rescue pilots trapped in their
seats and unable to unlock a jammed door
in the event of a crash. The new steel bars,
however, are a very effective way to prevent intruders from getting access to the
cockpit and the pilots.
Do I think pilots should be armed?

No. I think pilots should do one thing and
one thing only: fly the plane. Most types of
commercial airplanes only have two pilots.
If one now has to leave the cockpit to tend
to an incident in the cabin, what happens if
he or she becomes incapacitated? In that
scenario, there would only be one pilot flying, which is okay for purposes of getting
to the nearest suitable airport and landing.
But, if you add additional factors to the
equation, such as bad weather, to the regular tasks of flying and talking on the radio,
the potential for an accident is compounded by a single pilot having to do all of this
alone.
.I don't know whether pilots will carry weapons, but I think that placing more
anonymous armed federal air marshals on
board airliners is a better solution because
it allows pilots to do what they do best, fly
everybody safely to their destinations. The
addition of steel bars on cockpit doors,
along with the federal air marshal program,
will severely curtail the odds of someone
with malevolent intent from successfully
gaining access to the cockpit and the pilots, a crucial ingredient to their ability to
hijack.
Until we learn more about what really happened that day, we can concentrate
on learning from our mistakes and fixing
them, not on placing unnecessary blame.
Hopefully, in the coming months, flaws will·
surface and the industry will make the needed repairs so that a perfect system is closer
within our grasp .

.Firefighters Bike Across America
Ninowtzka Mier

"5 NYC firefighters from Engine 33
Ladder 9 are biking 3000 miles across
Ameri<;:a, and at every stop they are repeating names of friends and coworkers_lost in
the September 11 terrorist attacks of the
World Trade Center Towers," announced
the FDNY Thank You America web site,
www.fdnythanksamerica.citysearch.com.
Cannondale, one of the country 's
largest bicycle manufacturers, created a new
series of red, white and blue road cycles
for each rider. The new USA color scheme
is now a part of its 2002 line, and the company will donate $50.00 from the sale of
each stars-and-stripes R700 to the Uniformed Firefighters Association Scholarship Fund.
"As an American bike manufacturer,

sponsoring this ride is really a privilege for
us," said Cannondale's Tom Armstrong.
"These guys, their stationhouse, and the
entire New York City Fire Department have
all given so much. It's very gratifying for
us to help out on such a great event."
Since, bicycles don't usually arrive
pre-assembled, Gotham Bikes, the city's
largest Cannond.ale de_aler, built the bicycles and outfitted the firefighters with jerseys, shorts and helmets. "I was glad I could
be a part of it," said Ismael Torres, assistant manager at Gotham Bikes.
The pack left Ground Zero on November 11 th at 8:48 am, exactly two months
after the September ll th WTC tragedy. They
are scheduled to arrive in Pasadena, CA in
late D'ecember 2001.
For more information, visit
www.fdnythanksamerica.citysearch.com.
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The Merchant of Church Street
Marcus Allison

If you haven't had a conversation
with him then you are absolutely missing
out For those New York neophytes looking for a bit of grit to yap about, I suggest a
visit and a little commerce to our neighborhood street seller I call "Mr. Man at the
Corner." Located along Church Street, directly opposite the Ernst Steifel Reading
Room, he is out early in the day and offers
to NY pedestrians his wares, including
books, CDs, as well as artwork.
During my latest visit, what did I see?
A small soft-covered copy entitled, Letting
Go, Morrie s Reflections on Living While
Dying. It's a book of aphorisms that author
Morrie Schwartz composed while he was
dealing with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, better known as Lou Gehrig's disease.
Two weeks ago a dear friend loaned
me a copy of Tuesdays With Morrie, an in-

sightful book about Schwartz, the then aging Brandies University professor struggling with ALS. The book lays out the facts
of life, the need to take one day at a time,
and to enjoy our time on this realm. Each
night, before going to sleep I will pull it out
and read 4,or 5 pages. You know, just to
have some salient thought in my brain before falling out.
When I came across Morrie's book,
directly across the street, you can only imagine I was extremely excited. Mr. Man at the
Comer had come through with another gem.
But then again, because I visit him often,
this was no surprise to me.
In my first year he had some great
cloth art that, in retrospect, I wish I had
bought. He didn't know me then, and when
I asked him on two separate occasions what
the cost would be he said twenty dollars
with a deadpan serious face.
But I have always bought something.

Bar Prep Online
Christopher Ross

Technology has finally caught up
with bar review. As graduation approaches for both December and May graduates
some are asking the question, which bar
class are you ~aking? Bar Bri or Pieper?
Did you know that there are others? Micro
Mash is one of"those others," but it is not
a traditional bar review class:
Micro Mash is a self-study review
that is divided into two sections, multistate
and state bar. The Multistate Bar Exam
(MBE) review section of the course is a
software package that is installed on any
PC or Macintosh. The software allows you
to set the schedule, study criteria and then
test you based on those criteria with any
number of the 2,200 MBE questions. You
don't have to wait until bar review classes
begin to start your-review. Once•the software is successful_Iy installed on your com;
puter, you can begin your review
immediately. After each test and session the
software provides you with tools to evaluate your progress or lack of progress.
Part two of the Micro Mash .is the
state bar review section. This section is
available for 22 states including New York.
This section includes written materials with
the current tested issues specific to your
jurisdiction. Your essays are then reviewed
by an attorney. Micro Mash's state review

section then takes the grading one step further and offers feedback through its unique
· "mentoring" feature. This feature allows
you to practice and improve your essay
writing skills while guided by an attorney
mentor._ The mentor will hand grade your
assignments and give personalized feedback which will help improve your style,
sharpen your ability to identify issues, and
mold your essays to bar examiners' expectations.
There are some downsides to the
course; it's not all peaches and crearri.
If you are someone who tends to procrastinate or gets easily distracted at home,
this type of study program may be a disaster waiting to happen. The Micro Mash
system lacks the regimented review schedule that Bar Bri or Pieper sets out and reinforces each day in class. However some
may find that flexibility in scheduling to be
Micro Mash's biggest asset.
The kicker is the Micro Mash "Pass
now, pay later" guarantee. In the unlikely
chance you do not pass your Bar Exam(s),
you do not pay for the cours·e. Micro Mash
does have some simple requirements to
ensure that you have in fact completed their
course before you qualify for the guarantee, but they are reasonable. Now, wouldn't
it benice if New York Law School offered
the same guarantee for at least some, if not
all, ofyour tuition.?

Instead of the artwork, I bought an old Seal
CD for, and a paperback copy of David
Garrow's Pulitzer Prize-winning Bearing
the Cross. My most recent catch including
the Morrie Schwartz book was an instrumental Hip-Hop CD that I bought solely
for the creative artwork on the cover. Also,
I picked up a 1988 copy of the scholarly
leftist publication, Monthly Review, which
in this particular issue recounts the efforts
of some American doctors setting up health
care services in then (and now) Wl!,r torn El
Salvador, amidst the terrorist (uh, 'freedom
fighter') bombings of that socialist run government
So I went back to him with all the
booty in hand and gave him a questioning
glance, because there are no set prices here,
but Mr. Man on the Comer always seems
to give you a price concomitant with your
character. "Four dollars," he said, and I said
really, and then he said yeah, four bucks.

Cool.
If you may have noticed, there is
some construction (or reconstruction) going on across the street, at the corner of
Worth and Church Streets. Mr. Man at the
Corner used to occupy the little nook. He
used to set up his stuff on the windowsill of
that building, old books, vintage clothing,
old LP's, used CD's, and an odd assortment
of eclectic technology and pop art.
You still don't know who I'm talking
about? Well, think of being in a classroom
in the A building, and in a quiet moment
when your professor takes a long breath, in
comes a radio blaring some old song.
I remarked to him that he was losing
his space as a result of the ongoing construction and he said simply, "Progress."
Yeah, progress. Life goes on.
~

The L would like to thank NYLS.for its
End-of-the-Semester Holiday Party on
December 6. It was a thoughtful
gesture. Happy Holidays.
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Continued from page 3

malpractice. When interviewing, Freunderberger suggests that students should focus
on the skill sets they have to offer their perspective employer and highlight their practical experience.
Freunderberger feels that students
need to utilize the services that her office
provides; but students also need to create
their own opportunities. She stresses the
importance of proactive · networking
through programs offered by Career Services including, mentor matching, alumni
events, panel programs, and other .activities. Freunderberger suggests to students,
"don't be shy" when speaking about utilizing personal contacts, attending bar association meetings, or even joining a bar
committee for purposes of networking.
In the end, everyone seems to agree
that although job opportunities are scarce
and the environment may be less than desirable right now, students graduating in
May can find employment if they are resourceful, creative, and persistent.
~
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Gome f'ishimg
Herb Moore
With the pressure of approaching exams and depressing commutes to lower
Manhattan, fellow third-year Dennis Donovan, and I needed to get away. Sure the
MPRE was a week away, but the sea was
calling.
This was the perfect time of year for
a fishing trip. Each fall, as the leaves begin
to tum and the temperature begins to drop,
some of the best tuna fishing in the world
begins to heat up far off the Jersey Shore.
Hordes of hard-fighting yellowfin and longfin tuna swim north following the Gulf
Stream, foraging for food, such as butterfish, sardines, and squid. The tuna follow
tropical eddies that spin off the Gulf Stream
and meet cooler water in the Hudson Canyon.
' 'The-Canyon", as it is known by fishermen, is about 100 nautical miles east of
the central Jersey Coast and sports depths
of more than 600 feet. Oceanographers say
its structure rivals that of the Grand Canyon. This time of year the Canyon often
provides ideal conditions for tuna and as a
result. sport fishermen have the opportunity for the catch of a lifetime.
That is exactly what Dennis and I had
in mind when we planned a trip aboard the
80-foot charter boat, Deep _A dventures /II.
The trip was scheduled to leave Belmar, NJ
on a Friday at 6 P.M. and return on Saturday at·6 P.M. Twenty-four hours at sea!
Heading 100 miles offshore is always
a very serious undertaking. If anything goes
wrong it's not like you can pull into a service station, or pick up the phone and dial
9 I l. Making the trip in November is also
particularly dangerous in November. The
weathe·r can change very rapidly, turning a
fun day of fishing into a struggle for survival. Anyone who read The Perfect Storm
or saw the movie may recall that it occurred
on October 31. Since our trip was scheduled for that week, Dennis and I checked

the m¢rie weather forecast twice a day for
more than a week leading up to our trip. If
the weather wasn't right, we definitely
weren't going.
When the big day finally arrived, I
was so excited that I could barely do anything but monitor the weather. I had a bad
case of "tuna-on-the-brain!" When I called
Captain John Larsen at noon, I heard the
two words I was hoping for, "We're going."
We left the dock at about 6:30 in the
evening under the cover of darkness; and
set a course for the Canyon exactly 98 miles
east of Shark River Inlet. On our six-hour
journey out to sea, the captain pushed the
Deep Adventures Ill through a steady barrage six-foot high waves. So much water
poured over the front of the boat with each
wave we hit that it looked like someone was
spraying the whole boat with a fire hose.
With all preparations made, the only thing
to do was try to reach the fishing grounds
at about 1 AM, the crew set the anchor and
threw small chunks of butterfish into the
water to draw in the tuna. There was not
another boat in sight. It was just us, the full
moon, the stars, the sea, and-we hopedtuna!
Sometimes it takes all night to get .
even one bite. Not this trip. After about an
hour of drifting hooked baits back with the
chunks, I had the first bite on the boat. The
fish took my bait and my line screamed as
it unwound. It felt like I had hooked a torpedo! Tuna can swim upwards to 40 MPH
and they are known as some of the most
powerful fish in the sea. I yelled, "Fish On!"
and held tight as the fish swam into the deep.
Unfortunately, the hook pulled out and that
fish was gone, but the bite was on!
Soon, streaking tuna pulled one man
after another the boat. Guys held on for dear
life as the fish made powerful runs . Some
grown men were literally brought to their
knees!
At about 3 a.m., I hooked another fish
up in the front of the boat and it immedi-

ately made a run for the back. I yelled, "Hot
rail!" to alert the other guys know that I was
coming down. I worked my way ov er and
under about ten guys until I finaJly got to
the back of the boat. There, I saw Dennis
was hooked up too! We each leaned back
and put as much pressure as we could on
our magnificent fish. After about fifteen
minutes, we each had sweat coming down
our cheeks and our muscles were aching.
Dennis looked over at me and said, ''This
is what it's all about." After about twenty
minutes we each had a beautiful longfin tuna
lying on the deck ready to be put on ice.
Everyone on the boat had fantastic action
for the rest of the night
Just when it seemed like it couldn't
get any better, things exploded at daybreak.
Huge 80-100 lb. yellowfin crashed to the
surface eating the chunks ofbutterfish. Each
fish looked like a small submarine cruising
for prey. However, because of the direction

of the wind and the current, we could not
get our baits out to these feeding tuna. It
was driving us crazy!
So, I ran into the cabin and got my
secret weapon: a red party balloon. I blew
it up, tied it to my line and let the wind take
my bait right to the tuna. Twenty minutes
later, my back and shoulders ached and my
heart was pounding, but I had a beautiful
90-pound yellowfin on the deck! I shouted,
' 'That's the one I've been looking for!"
It was only 7 a.m. but the fish holds
were full. We were a tired, yet happy, bunch
of guys. The fish were still ready and willing to bite, but when Dennis asked me if
the one kid on board was a boy or a girl I
knew it was time to head back to land!
As we arrived back at the dock, a
large crowd had gathered to see how we
did. Dennis summed it up best when he said,
"Oh, we took some major scores together."

Learning Enhancement
for Students of Law, Inc.
Individualized Tuto.ring for Law Students
First year courses:
Contracts, Constitutional Law, Civil Procedure,
Torts, Criminal Law, Property

Selected Upper Class Courses:
Corporacions,Wills, Bankruptcy, etc
Exam Preparation and Strategies
MPRE Preparation
Offices in Manhattan and
Long Island Mature
Lawyers with Teaching Experience
·Referred by Deans and Students One-to-One
Help For All Academic Levels
· Meryl Serotta, Esq., President
(516) 364-8864 X 1
meryl@lawtutoring.com
The Catch: Dennis Donovan and Herb Moore aboard Deep Adventures Ill
New Yolt Law School
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The Movie Maverick Premieres
Cory Garcia
Greetings! Last year's Movie Maven
has passed the torch to yours truly, the Movie Maverick. I will be your guide. L adies
and gentlemen, allow your mind to momentarily drift away from the unease in the Middle East and the lingering domestic threat
of bio-terrorism. Let us escape w ith the
mesmerizing medium of movies. L et us
celebrate the fact that we can actually make
and watch movies. Here are a few...

SERENDIPITY
Starring John Cusack and Kate Beckinsale
Directed by Peter Chelsom
Miramax

Who doesn't enjoy the eccentric John
Cusack? Ten years ago, two individuals who
met while shopping, instantly fell for each
other then went their separate ways to test
the truth of their love. Does their love with-

stand the test of time? Well, it's worth
checking out! Speaking of Love, you may
j ust fall back in love with New York City
because it was fabulously displayed
throughout this funny romance; A perfect
dating movie.
·

because they casted Hawke, who looks like
a member of NSYNC, to portray a super
cop in South Central. Mr. Hawke, stay with
your grungy "Reality Bites" type of roles
and please stay out of the hood! Despite
Justin - oops I meant Hawke, the movie
is worth your time.

SWORDFISH
John Travolta, Hugh Jackman, Halle Berry, and
Don Cheadle
Directed by Dominic Sena
Warner Brothers

TRAINING DAY
Denzel Washington and Ethan Hawke

LIFE AS A HOUSE

Directed by Antoine Fuqua

Kevin Kline, Hayden Christiansen, and Kristin

Warner Brothers

Scott Thomas

The day in the life of a LAPD rookie
police officer (Hawke) receiving some on
the job training from a Narcotics supervisor (Washington). On the "Tonight Show
with Jay Leno", Denzel said the studio advertised for and employed actual Blood and
_C rip gang members to capture the reality
of South Central Los Angeles. Although it
was entertaining and Denzel turned in another Oscar worthy performance, the authenticity of the movie was compromised

New Line Productions

Finally, for those who would prefer
to stay home and enjoy a nice movie, go
out and purchase SWORDFISH on DVD.
Not because Hally Berry is one of the best
looking creatures ever made, but because
along with the spectacular action scenes,
Travolta and Jackman gave two spectacular performances. Also, the DVD allows
you to choose between 2 alternative endings, and it has extended behind-the-scene
footage.
· Good luck on your final examinations. Try to escape with a Movie when you
get an opportunity. BUT if the MOVIE
MAVERICK does not approve, it's not the
move!

Directed by Irwin Winkler

In general, I avoid any movie with
Kevin Kline. However, this performance of
a lifetime forever changed my perception.
If your tired of the stereotypical tuff-guy
roles, Kline's character is really refreshing.
The relationship between Kline, his son,
(Christiansen) and his ex-wife, (Thomas)
will remind you of the importance of your
loved ones. Take your family to see this.

liquid Bar Review

The Lower East Side on liap
very stiff drink. No surprise that the motto
of Motor City is "Drink, Rock and Fuck!"

Edward J. Maggio

The holiday ·season is a time to reminisce, celebrate, and most importantly, put
Iggy's Keltic Bar and Lounge. 132
back a few alcoholic beverages with fami- Ludlow Street bet. Rivington and Delancey
ly and friends. What better place to spend Streets. The best kept secret in the Lower
the holidays than in the bars on the Lower East Side! This place offers ample space in
East Side. A 5-rninute subway ride fro m city a candle lit environment The Lounge's
hall puts you in a much more vibrant and . comfy c~mches and English style booths in
relaxed neighborhood to spend your nights provide pockets of relaxation, while upout:
front, the bar caters to a livelier, fast-paced
crowd. Affordabl~ prices and an outgoing
Max Fish. 178 Ludlow Street bet. staff add to the air of this hybrid of an Irish
Houston and Stanton Streets. A Lower East pub and yuppie lounge. The result: you will
Side institution, this always eclectic and always meet friendly people here like it or
artistically decorated bar always attracts a not.·
decent crowd of laid-back locals a nd wild
partygoers in the early evening ho urs.
Lansky Lounge. 104 Norfolk Street
Bright and unusual modem art makes for at Delancey Street. Classic bars never die.
good conversation. The bartenders are not They just get new management and go yupin a rush, but then again neither is the cus- pie. Named for the infamous hit man, this
tomers. If they're not drinking bottled beer, old mafia speakeasy has become in recent
they're drinking some vodka drink. Albiet years one of the trendiest and sophisticated
tacky, Max Fish is always energetic and evening spots so,uth of Houston. Jazz and
comfortable.
upbeat lounge music fills the air in this large
and expensively decorated establishment.
Motor City Bar. /27 Ludlow Street The dress code is simple: Look sharp! Come
bet. Rivington and Delancey Streets. Hello here to be seen and to impress as you drink
Detroit! This barely lit local joint blasts hard from a fully stocked bar with all your top
rock and country for its low-key . leather- shelf favorites. Some of the staff tries to
clad clientele. I don't recommend walking keep with the mob theme, so don't wear a
into this place in a suit and tie unless you' dark suit and tie with to this place. While
. want angry and strange looks from the lo- waiting outside, some inquiring yuppies
cal male gentry. Then again, these Finnish came up to me and showed me their ID's. I
I
cowgirl biker fans kissed me on the cheek d idn't know whether to take this as a comfor violating the dress code. By eleven 1 the pliment or as an insult.
place is packed with still enough room to
move and find your own spot. If you ' re not
That's it from me. Study hard, but
staring at the car memorabiiia, you ' re star- don't forget to enjoy life .
. ing at 'the female bartender.pouring your ·
New York Law School
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LIVE
MUSIC
every Thursday night, 7pm-???

THE HOME OF
$5 PITCHERS!
of

Reade Street Ale
Budweiser
Coors Light
All the time for NYLS Students

Great Lunches and Dinners
135 Reade Street (Between Hudson & Greenwich)
For parties call 212-227-2295.

HAVE AHAPPY AND SAFE HOLIDAY
FROM EVERYBODY AT THE l.
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AT&T Wireless
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VisitAT&TWfreless today and buy a Nokia 3360
or 8260 phone and activateAT&TWireless service.
Get up to $165 in savings, including a $§0 gift card
from one of many merchants. Now you can stay in
touch with the ones you love and still have a little
something left over.

Add the perfect'finishing toucn
with Nokia Original Accessories!

Return your Nokia mail-in coupon and get a gift card for use at one of these and other fine merchants. Purchase of a
Nokia 3360 or 8260 phone is required. See in-store information or visit www.nokiapromos.com for a complete list.

BORDERS'
1 0 0 1 1 •lil •l lt•IIOY ( l l• C: A Fl

rrccys

-

e Foot Locker.

For details, visit your local AT&T Wirel.ess Store, authorized dealer,
·
www.attwireless.com or call I-BOO-IMAGINE.

NOKIA
CCNNECTING PEoPLE

@200 I AT&T Wreless. All Ridiis Reserved May require aeot approval. adiviltion fee. minimLm of a one-year con1ract. a cancellation fee, and a Digital ITll.llti-networlt phone. May not be available for purt:hase or use in all areas. Rates do not apply to ~rt
card calls. Airtime for each call ~ rounded up to 1he next fuR minute. Monthly included and promotional minutes c,nnot be carried over to any o1her month and ITMt be used in 1he Home Call,ig Area. Roaming, additional minute and long distance charges.
o1her restrictions. charges. ~ and taxes apply. Subject to Tem,s and Conditions and calling plan brochure. May not be available with other offers. AT&T 2-Way Text Messaging not available for porchas.e or use in all areas and requires a compatible
Digital multi-networic phone. Gift Card Offer: One $SO mer<hant gift card with purt:hase of a Nokia 3360 or 8260 Digital multi-network phone. Also aViJlable with activation on AT&T Free2Go Wireless (prepaid) service with a Nokia 5165 phone. Not
available with Nokia 5165 phone activated on postpaid monthly calling plans Phone must be active oo AT&T Wireless sem:e for 30 days and when rwite is processed. See store for complete list of participating merchants or visit www.nokiapromos.com
Subject to tem,s illld conditions prowled by 1he merchant you choose. Certain nes1rictions apply. See Nokia mail-in rebate coupon for det!Jls or visit www.nokiapromos.com. Valid 11/04/01-1/26/02. $80 Ma,1-ln Service Rebate: One rebate per adiviltion on
a qyalifled monthly AT&T Wireless calling plan and a two-year contract Phone must remain active on AT&T Wireless service for at least 30 d'l)'S and when rebate is processed. Certain restrictions apply. Not available with any other AT&T Wireless
sponsored service rebates. or if you received a service credit at activation. See AT&T Wireless mail-in coupon for detail~ Valid 11/04/01--0 I/26/02. $35 Waived Activation Fee: Activation fee waiver only available if you ~gn and return a two-year service
agreement You wii be charged $35 activatioo fee if signed two-year contract not received within 60 days of activation. Offer expires OI/26/02. @200 I Nokia Mobile Phones. Nokia, the Nokia Connecting People logo, the Nokia Original Accessories logo
and the Nokia 3300 and 8200 Series phones are registered trademarlcs and/or trademarlcs of Nokia Corporation and/or its affifiates. BLOCKBUffiR GiftCarch ™: Membership rules apply for rental at BLOCKBUSTER®. BLOCKBUSTER GiftCards
redeemable at participating Blcx:xBUSTER stores but amot be used to porchas.e GiftCards. BLOO<BUST£R name. design and related mar1<s are trademarks of Blockbuster Inc. ©200 I Blodcbuster Inc. All rights reserved.
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